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Abstract—The automotive industry plays a critical role in the
global economy, and particularly important is the expanding
Chinese automobile market due to its immense scale and influ-
ence. However, existing automotive sector datasets are limited
in their coverage, failing to adequately consider the growing
demand for more and diverse variables. This paper aims to
bridge this data gap by introducing a comprehensive dataset
spanning the years from 2016 to 2022, encompassing sales data,
online reviews, and a wealth of information related to the Chinese
automotive industry. This dataset serves as a valuable resource,
significantly expanding the available data. Its impact extends to
various dimensions, including improving forecasting accuracy,
expanding the scope of business applications, informing policy
development and regulation, and advancing academic research
within the automotive sector. To illustrate the dataset’s potential
applications in both business and academic contexts, we present
two application examples. Our developed dataset enhances our
understanding of the Chinese automotive market and offers
a valuable tool for researchers, policymakers, and industry
stakeholders worldwide.

Index Terms—Automotive industry, big data, sales forecasting,
text mining, machine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

The automotive industry has been one of the important
economic sectors in many countries and regions. It also
has an important role in global energy consumption, energy
sustainability and environmental impact. At present, China
has become the world’s largest market for new energy ve-
hicles (NEVs) and one of the largest automobile markets.
Studying the Chinese automobile market reveals its profound
impact on the global automotive ecosystem in terms of market
growth opportunities, innovation cooperation, market diversity,
environmental sustainability, and more. For a long time, the
automotive industry has been facing many challenges in the
marketing process, such as fierce market competition, the
diversity of consumer demand, and the pressure of environ-
mental protection policies. With the growth of social media
and digital advertising, consumer engagement on the Web has
greatly increased, and rational and effective digital marketing

has become another serious challenge in the automotive in-
dustry [1].

The imperative for precise and efficient forecasting, rooted
in historical data, becomes evident to address the challenges
mentioned above. A substantial cohort of automotive industry
stakeholders including executives, marketers, and academics
are actively in pursuit of more efficacious methods for market
analysis. Traditional forecasting approaches face formidable
hurdles when contending with vast datasets, often falling short
in ensuring the fidelity of sales predictions [2]. While the ad-
vent of cutting-edge data-driven methods such as data mining
and machine learning has led to significant advancements in
knowledge discovery and predictive capabilities, their efficacy
hinges crucially on the availability of comprehensive and
accurate datasets. However, currently available datasets are
often fragmented, making it difficult for researchers to inte-
grate industry information, automakers’ behavior, consumer
demand, market feedback, and sales forecasts. It is increas-
ingly important to create a dataset that can meet the multiple
business analytics needs of the automotive industry. Therefore,
we collected car model sales data, consumer online review
data, and automotive industry news and information data from
different sources, and integrated them into a comprehensive
dataset, called SRNI-CAR.

Our work makes two significant contributions. Firstly, we
have curated a more comprehensive and scalable data resource.
It not only consolidates industry news, development insights,
automotive marketing data, consumer online reviews, and sales
information but also introduces valuable variables previously
absent, such as model launch dates and brand inception
dates. Therefore, our dataset supports a broader spectrum of
research possibilities compared to existing publicly available
datasets in the automotive domain. Furthermore, it enhances
analytical accuracy and interpretability. Secondly, our dataset
possesses substantial business value in the automotive sector.
Sales data aids automakers and marketers in discerning mar-
ket trends, while review data facilitates the identification of
consumer preferences, evaluation of marketing effectiveness,
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF VARIABLES IN THE DATASETS FOR AUTOMOTIVE MARKET OR CONSUMER ANALYTICS.

Variable [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Our dataset
Vehicle attribute related variables (e.g., model type, model size, energy type, etc.) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Brand related variables (e.g., brand energy type, brand country-of-origin, etc.) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Price variables (e.g., official price, transaction price, etc.) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Date-related variables (e.g., year of purchase, year of review, model launch date, etc.) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Consumer experience variables (e.g., experience duration, mileage, etc.) ✓ ✓
Use ratings (e.g., overall rating, exterior rating, interior rating, etc.) ✓ ✓ ✓
Online reviews (e.g., advantage, features comments, comfort comments, etc.) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Industry news and information (e.g., title, text, information label, pageview, etc.) ✓
Sales ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Website search variables (e.g., search volume of brand, etc.) ✓
Economic factor (e.g., consumer price index, gas prices, etc.) ✓
Vehicle design (e.g., vehicle pictures, design fluency, etc.) ✓

and product strengths and weaknesses analysis. Incorporating
industry news, development insights, and automotive publicity
empowers automakers to grasp industry trends and market
competition. Integrated analysis across multiple data provides
superior decision support for product planning, business ex-
pansion, and marketing strategy formulation. Our dataset can
be used to improve product quality, and align with consumer
demands. Additionally, our dataset can be used by government
policymakers, enabling the formulation of pertinent automo-
tive industry policies and regulations. Thus, the development
of this dataset holds profound significance for a myriad of
stakeholders within the automotive industry.

II. REVIEW OF EXISTING AUTOMOTIVE DATASETS

The automobile industry has garnered significant attention
from researchers and analysts, particularly for sales forecast-
ing. A review of prior studies reveals that researchers com-
monly incorporate a range of variables encompassing vehicle
attributes, brand characteristics, pricing, temporal factors, user
experiences, ratings, reviews, website search data, economic
indicators, and vehicle design to prognosticate car sales.
However, as shown in Table I, none of the datasets employed
in these studies encompass all these pertinent variables. In
the realm of nonlinear modeling, the reduction of variables
often proves counterproductive to enhancing predictive model
performance [9]. Consequently, the absence of comprehensive
variables constitutes a notable deficiency within the existing
datasets in the automotive industry.

The limitations of the current automotive datasets are
noteworthy. Firstly, they often omit vital information about
brand creation and model launch dates, which is crucial for
understanding market dynamics [10]. Secondly, they fail to
differentiate between the growing number of new energy
vehicle brands and do not clearly identify brand origins,
despite their influence on consumer perceptions [11]. Thirdly,
these datasets often lack detailed comments and ratings for
specific vehicle attributes, limiting their usefulness for sales
forecasting and preference analysis [4]. Fourthly, they usually
provide only aggregate pricing data for vehicle series, omitting
separate pricing for individual models and making it chal-
lenging to analyze the impact of discounts [8]. Furthermore,
important data related to the automotive industry, such as

model sentiment and review articles, are often missing, and
aligning them with sales data remains challenging [12].
These limitations highlight the need for more comprehensive
datasets encompassing critical temporal, attribute-specific, and
contextual factors for robust automotive market analysis and
forecasting.

III. DATA COLLECTION, PREPARATION AND DESCRIPTION

We collected sales and online review data from PCAuto
and Dongchedi, and automotive industry news and information
data from Autohome. They are three most authoritative and
largest automobile media platforms in China.

While the collected raw data encompass a broader range
of variables than previous studies, they still lack essential
elements necessary to address the evolving requirements of
business analysis and academic research. To address these
gaps, we introduced additional variables related to brand
country-of-origin classification, vehicle entry order, and brand
entry order. We also synchronized monthly sales data with
online reviews to enhance our ability to derive valuable busi-
ness insights. Furthermore, we manually incorporated actual
transaction prices and official guide prices for specific car
models within each series to investigate pricing and discount
impacts. To ensure data validity, we diligently identified and
addressed missing and outlier values across three data sources.
Sales data required minimal processing, containing no missing
values, outliers, or duplicates. For online reviews, we selec-
tively removed instances with multiple missing values and
those with missing values in less than 1% of variables other
than sales. Notably, data with only a missing value in sales
were retained, comprising 9.68% of the total dataset. It is
important to note that imported car sales data are not included,
resulting in the absence of corresponding sales data in the
review dataset. Finally, we meticulously eliminated duplicates
to produce the refined dataset intended for publication.

As shown in Table II, SRNI-CAR consist of sales, online
reviews, and automotive industry news and information, over
the period from 2016 to 2022. The dataset can be downloaded
from the following address:

https://srni-car.github.io
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TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES IN SRNI-CAR.

Data Variables Description

Sales

Car series Name of the car series.
Brand Name of the brand.
Year Year in which the car series was sold.
Month Month in which the car series was sold.
Car model type Car model category: Sedan, SUV and MPV.
Brand energy type Brand category based on energy type of vehicle produced.
Size Vehicle size category: mini, minivan, minibus, small, compact, mid-size, larger than mid-size, full-size.
Brand country of origin Country in which the brand was created.
Model launch date Year when the car series was launched on the Chinese market.
Brand establishment date Year when the brand was created.
Brand entered China date Year when the brand officially entered the Chinese market.
Sales Total sales of the car series in the month.

Reviews

Car series Name of the car series.
Brand Name of the brand.
Size Vehicle size category: mini, minivan, small, compact, mid-size, larger than mid-size, full-size.
Car model type Car model category: Sedan, SUV and MPV.
User ID Name that users use when making online reviews.
Year of review Year when the user reviews.
Month of review Month when the user reviews.
Specific model purchased Specific model of a car series purchased by a user.
Official price Official prices for specific models purchased.
Car energy type Vehicle energy type: gasoline vehicle, diesel vehicle, hydrogen vehicle, and so on.
Brand energy type Brand category based on energy type of vehicle produced.
Brand country of origin Country in which the brand was created.
Brand establishment date Year when the brand was created.
Brand entered China date Year when the brand officially entered the Chinese market.
Model launch date Year when the car series was officially launched on the Chinese market.
Year of purchase Year when the user purchased the model.
Month of purchase Month when the user purchased the model.
Sales Total sales of the car series in the month when the user purchased the model.
Experience duration Months between purchase date and review posting date.
Province Province in which the user purchased the model.
City City in which the user purchased the model.
Transaction price Real transaction price of the model.
Average energy consumption Gasoline, diesel, electricity, or hydrogen consumed for every 100 kilometers traveled.
Mileage Kilometers the user has driven the model at the date the review was posted.
Overall rating User’s overall rating of the vehicle purchased.
Exterior rating User’s rating of the exterior of the vehicle.
Interior rating User’s rating of the interior of the vehicle.
Space rating User’s rating of the space of the vehicle.
Features rating User’s rating of the feature of the vehicle.
Power rating User’s rating of the power of the vehicle.
Energy consumption rating User’s rating of the energy consumption of the vehicle.
Driving rating User’s rating of the driving of the vehicle.
Comfort rating User’s rating of the comfort of the vehicle.
Advantage The advantages of the model as perceived by the user.
Disadvantage The disadvantage of the model as perceived by the user.
Exterior comments User’s comments on the exterior of the vehicle.
Interior comments User’s comments on the interior of the vehicle.
Space comments User’s comments on the space of the vehicle.
Features comments User’s comments on the feature of the vehicle.
Power comments User’s comments on the power of the vehicle.
Energy consumption comments User’s comments on the energy consumption of the vehicle.
Driving comments User’s comments on the driving of the vehicle.
Comfort comments User’s comments on the comfort of the vehicle.

News
information

Title Title of the information.
Pageview Number of times the information was viewed.
Number of comments Number of comments the information received.
Text Text content contained in the information.
Release date Date on which this information was published.
Author Person who posted the information.
Source Source of the information.
Information type Whether the information is original, compiled, a press release, or reprinted from another platform.
Information label Labels chosen by the author that summarizes the information, based on its content.
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The sales data comprises 1,236 car series, including 518
sedans, 598 SUVs, and 121 MPVs, with 39,496 observations.
It encompasses 155 car brands, with 107 traditional and
48 new energy brands, originating primarily from Germany,
France, Korea, the Czech Republic, the USA, Japan, Sweden,
Italy, the UK, and China. This data is valuable for research
in sales forecasting, first-mover advantages, brand country-of-
origin, and consumer preferences. It’s stored as a 3.6 MB CSV
file. The online review data is based on 217,292 comments
from car owners in 358 cities, covering 13,039 specific models
across 672 car series, ranging from 26,800 to 14.88 million
yuan. It includes 10,977 traditional and 2,062 new energy
models under 127 car brands, categorized into eight aspects
by vehicle attributes. It also contains official and real trans-
action prices for precise analysis of discounts’ impact, which
can support research in sales forecasting, consumer behavior,
product evaluation, and fake review detection, stored in a 480
MB CSV file. The automotive industry news and information
data contains 83,590 items that covers a wide range of topics.
Each data items is accurately labeled, aiding researchers in
selecting relevant data. This data is stored as a 224.1 MB
CSV file, beneficial for analyzing industry trends, marketing
strategies, consumer perceptions, and automotive technology
development.

IV. AUTOMOTIVE ANALYTICS EXAMPLES

Two application examples are presented to showcase the
potential of our dataset in automotive analytics.

A. Automobile Sales Forecasting

For automotive manufacturers, proficiency in sales forecast-
ing holds critical significance in shaping both product develop-
ment and marketing strategies. The intricate interplay among
an array of factors influencing sales, including price dynamics
[13], [14], strategic discounting, consumer sentiment gleaned
from online reviews, and numerical ratings [15], necessitates a
comprehensive analytical framework. Moreover, analysts must
diligently consider factors like first-mover advantages, brand
country-of-origin (COO), brand attributes, product attributes,
and the increasingly salient energy characteristics of vehicles,
especially within the context of China’s fervent pursuit of
NEVs [16]. Unlike previous studies constrained by data limi-
tations, our dataset offers an opportunity for an extensive and
all-encompassing examination of these pivotal determinants of
sales.

To assess the impact of these factors on sales, we harnessed
online review data spanning 2019 to 2021 and opted for
the XGBoost model, lauded for its efficiency and precision
in sales forecasting [17]. We optimized model parameters
using grid search cross-validation to bolster predictive per-
formance. To add robustness, one can explore alternative
machine learning methodologies but that is not the most
significance of our example here. Categorical predictors were
judiciously transformed into dummy variables. Furthermore,
we employed SnowNLP for sentiment analysis of textual
comments, yielding sentiment scores on a scale from 0 to

1 as supplementary predictive variables. Finally, to interpret
XGBoost model outputs, we applied the Shapley additive
explanations (in short SHAP), mainly for its efficacy in
elucidating feature contributions without the encumbrance of
multi-collinearity concerns [18], [19].

In our analysis, we were able to obtain localized insights,
presented in the form of Fig. 1, which depict the contribution
of each variable for every data instance—commonly referred
to as Shap values. In a locally interpreted force plot, we can
determine the contribution of features in this data instance by
observing the length of the arrows. Additionally, red arrows
represent features that positively impact the prediction, while
blue arrows indicate a negative impact. For example, in the
first data instance, we can observe that model launch date
has the largest contribution to the prediction, but is negatively
impacting it. On the other hand, brand entered China date,
although its contribution is relatively lower, still positively
impacts the prediction. Therefore, this data instance reveals
that the launch date of the car model is a significant factor
influencing its sales, albeit with a negative effect. Simultane-
ously, brand entered China date is also an important factor,
despite its relatively lower contribution, as it positively affects
the sales. Within the SHAP framework, variable importance
is gauged as the average of absolute Shap values across
all data instances for each variable. Fig. 2 comprehensively
outlines the variables employed in our experiment, showcases
the experimental outcomes, and ranks these variables based
on their significance in predicting sales. Notably, it visually
underscores how the contribution of each variable to sales
evolves as the variable’s value changes.

We found several intriguing and valuable findings. Firstly,
the sequence of model and brand entry wields a significantly
higher influence on sales compared to other variables. Notably,
alongside vehicle size, the launch date of a model, brand entry
date into China, and the brand’s founding date emerge as
the three most critical factors. This implies the existence of
both model and brand first-mover advantages in the Chinese
automobile market, albeit with the caveat that late-mover ad-
vantages are still relevant based on the brand’s entry date into
China. Secondly, within the realm of price-related variables,
although discounts exert a promotional effect on sales, official
prices and transaction prices exert more substantial impacts,
with official prices retaining the highest importance. However,
it is worth noting that the relationship between price and
sales is not linear. Thirdly, sentiment extracted from review
text, categorized by vehicle attributes, exerts a notably higher
impact on sales compared to corresponding rating data. This
suggests that the review text serves as a more representative
source of consumer sentiment regarding a model. Fourthly,
within the Chinese automotive market, compact models and
those from German, Japanese, and American brands maintain
their popularity among consumers. Lastly, concerning new
energy vehicles and associated brands, consumers exhibit a
preference for pure electric vehicles (PEVs) and hybrid electric
vehicles (HEVs), alongside a high level of acceptance for NEV
brands.
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Fig. 1. Top variables with the most significant contributions in two data
instances.

Fig. 2. Shap values corresponding to the variables influencing car sales.
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Fig. 3. Importance of variables in predicting sentiment across eight review categories.
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Fig. 4. Word clouds created from review comments associated with the eight vehicle attributes.

In summary, these findings underscore the imperative for
automaker managers and marketers to meticulously analyze
and weigh these factors when devising enterprise development
and marketing strategies. Such insights are also instrumental
for government departments in evaluating the effectiveness of
new energy vehicle policies.

B. Consumer Behavior Analytics

Online reviews, generated by consumer post-purchase,
significantly reflect and influence consumer decision-
making [20]. Rating and review text are key components of
online reviews, with ratings indirectly affecting sales through
their interaction with the text [21]. Consumers tend to use
ratings to shortlist products and rely on review text for final
choices [15], highlighting the higher business value of review
text in expressing customer satisfaction. Understanding how
consumer behavior and preferences impact review sentiment
is crucial for shaping marketing strategies.

Previous studies have shown that the level of user ex-
perience and price have an impact on automotive customer
satisfaction. Mileage and experience duration are two im-
portant variables in the automotive industry to measure the
level of experience [8]. In addition, because consumers may
have different expectations for different countries and different
types of products, factors such as brand country-of-origin,
brand history, and car type may also have an impact on
the sentiment of the review text. At the same time, previous
studies did not take into account that the factors that affect the
sentiment of reviews for different attributes of vehicles may
be different. For example, perhaps the review for comfort is
more likely to be influenced by the level of user experience
than the review of exterior. SRNI-CAR makes it possible to

forecast the sentiment of automobile consumer reviews and to
study the above questions.

In this example, we conducted sentiment score forecasts for
comments associated with distinct vehicle attributes, employ-
ing the SnowNLP, XGBoost, and SHAP. The comprehensive
experiment was divided into eight segments, each aligned
with specific vehicle attributes. These segments encompassed
the forecasting of sentiment scores for comments pertaining
to exterior, interior, space, features, power, driving, energy
consumption, and comfort attributes.

The depicted analysis Fig. 3 underscores the significance
of various variables in predicting sentiment scores for com-
ments linked to diverse vehicle attributes. The combination
of these eight forecasts yields several pivotal insights. First,
it is evident that the user’s experience level, encompassing
driving mileage and experience duration, influences consumer
review sentiments, indirectly affirming its impact on overall
customer satisfaction, with mileage proving more influen-
tial than experience duration among the eight vehicle at-
tributes examined. Second, price-related factors indeed influ-
ence consumer reviews, with transaction and official prices
holding greater sway than discounts, although their influence
is less pronounced in reviews concerning comfort, exterior,
and power attributes. Third, the year of vehicle purchase
emerges as a crucial factor in forecasting review sentiment,
an aspect hitherto unexplored, suggesting evolving consumer
expectations. Fourth, vehicle-related attributes, such as size
and energy type, demonstrate little relevance in exterior-related
comments, indicating that Chinese consumers lack a distinct
preference for specific model appearances. Fifth, model launch
date, brand establishment date, and entry into the Chinese
market date consistently wield importance across all eight
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review categories, suggesting that consumer review sentiment
may signify either a first-mover or late-mover advantage.
Sixth, ratings assume the highest significance in reviews
associated with power, with elevated importance in feature,
driving, and space-related reviews, highlighting the divergence
between ratings and textual comments across various review
aspects. Last but not least, the country of origin, size, and
energy type exhibit varying impacts on sentiment in comments
across different aspects. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4, we
conducted a word frequency analysis of comments pertaining
to the eight distinct attributes and subsequently generated word
clouds. The findings elucidate consumers’ distinct priorities
within these attributes. Notably, consumers focus more on
the exterior design when assessing a vehicle’s appearance.
Concerning interior design, particular attention is directed
toward the vehicle’s central console. In evaluating power
performance, consumers prioritize acceleration capabilities,
while precision in steering takes precedence in assessments of
handling. Features such as the reverse camera and functionality
garner significant attention. The spaciousness of rear-seat areas
is a key consideration for consumers when assessing vehicle
space. In the realm of comfort, the quality of seats emerges
as a pivotal factor. Lastly, regarding energy consumption,
consumers exhibit heightened scrutiny when driving in urban
settings and on highways.

In summary, when exploring consumer behavior within the
automobile market, one must consider the multifaceted nature
of review data. Our dataset and accompanying analysis provide
invaluable insights for marketers, facilitating the evaluation of
product competitiveness, the identification of suitable market-
ing strategies, and the implementation of precision marketing
tactics to enhance overall marketing effectiveness.

V. CONCLUSION

We have diligently created a comprehensive dataset SRNI-
CAR for Chinese automotive market. This paper details the
data collection and processing procedures, expounds upon the
intricacies of variables, and highlights the dataset’s profound
relevance in areas such as market demand, consumer behavior,
preferences, and industry development. We believe that SRNI-
CAR will benefit not only the academic research community
but also automotive industry leaders, marketers, and govern-
ment agencies. We remain committed to continuously improv-
ing this dataset, with plans for updates and expansions, all
aimed at enhancing its practical applications. This paper serves
as a means to make the dataset accessible to a wider audience,
facilitating a deeper understanding of the complexities within
the automotive sector.
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